The Lambert W function is de ned to be the multivalued inverse of the function w 7 ! we w . It has many applications in pure and applied mathematics, some of which are brie y described here. We present a new discussion of the complex branches of W, an asymptotic expansion valid for all branches, an e cient numerical procedure for evaluating the function to arbitrary precision, and a method for the symbolic integration of expressions containing W.
Introduction
In 1758, Lambert solved the trinomial equation x = q +x m by giving a series development for x in powers of q. Later, he extended the series to give powers of x as well 48, 49] . This series, which can be seen to converge for jvj < 1=e, de nes a function T(v) called the tree function 41] . It equals ?W(?v), where W(z) is de ned to be the function satisfying W(z)e W(z) = z : (1:5) This paper discusses both W and T, concentrating on W.
The two functions are used in many applications: for example, in the enumeration of trees 10, 13, 67, 25, 41] ; in the calculation of water-wave heights 64]; and in problems considered by P olya and Szeg o 56, Problem III.209, p. 146]. Wright used the complex branches of W, and roots of more general exponential polynomials, to solve linear constantcoe cient delay equations 69]. In 30], Fritsch, Shafer and Crowley presented an algorithm for the xed-precision computation of one branch of W(x) for x > 0. The computer algebra system Maple has had an arbitrary precision implementation of this same realvalued branch of W for many years, and since Release 2 has had an arbitrary precision implementation of all branches 14]. The purposes of this paper are to collect existing results on this function for convenient reference, and to present some new results on the asymptotics, complex analysis, numerical analysis, and symbolic calculus of the W function. We have examined the complex analytic properties of W and, building on the work of de Bruijn 11, pp. 27{28], determined the asymptotic expansions at both complex in nity and 0. This work led to an e cient and accurate implementation (in Maple V Release 2) of the arbitrary-precision complex oating-point evaluation of all branches of W(z). Finally, some results of K. B. Ranger given at the Tenth Canadian Fluid Mechanics Symposium (also discussed in 58]) led us to rediscover a very old method for the integration of inverse functions, which allows the symbolic integration of a large class of functions containing W. notation We use the letter W for this function, following early Maple usage. We propose to call it the Lambert W function, because it is the logarithm of a special case ( = = ?1) of Lambert's series (1.2) . Fortuitously, the letter W has additional signi cance because of the pioneering work on many aspects of W by E. M. Wright 69, 70, 71, 72] . In 14] , the function is also called the Omega function. If x is real, then for ?1=e x < 0 there are two possible real values of W(x) (see Figure 1 ). We denote the branch satisfying ?1 W(x) by W 0 (x) or just W(x) when there is no possibility for confusion, and the branch satisfying W(x) ?1 by W ?1 (x). W 0 (x) is referred to as the principal branch of the W function. This notation will be explained and extended in section 4.
Applications
Since W is such a simple function, we would expect by Pareto's principle (eighty percent of your work is accomplished with twenty percent of your tools) that W would have many applications. In fact this is the case, although the presence of W often goes unrecognized. We present below a selection of applications.
Combinatorial applications
The tree function and related functions are used in the enumeration of trees. Let t n be the number of rooted trees on n labelled points. The exponential generating function T(x) = P t n x n =n! satis es the functional equation T(x) = x + xT(x) + xT(x) 2 =2! + = xe T(x) , so T(x)e ?T(x) = x and T(x) = ?W(?x). In 57] , P olya used this approach and Lagrange inversion to deduce that t n = n n?1 , a formula that had previously been proved in other ways 10, 13, 67] . to generate the unicyclic components of a graph (when loops and parallel edges are not permitted). In fact, the exponential generating function for all connected graphs having a xed excess of edges over vertices can be expressed as a function of T(x) 72, 41] .
The number of mappings from f1; 2; : : : ; ng into itself having exactly k component cycles is the coe cient of y k in t n (y), where t n (y) is called the tree polynomial of order n (see 47] ) and is generated by 1 (1 ? T(z)) y = X n 0 t n (y) z n n! : (2:3) One application of these functions is to derive the limiting distribution of cycles in random mappings 29] . Chaotic maps of the unit interval using oating-point arithmetic can be studied in this way; an elementary discussion that looks only at the expected length of the longest cycle can be found in 18].
Iterated exponentiation
The problem of iterated exponentiation is the evaluation of h(z) = z z z z ; (2:4) whenever it makes sense. (2:28) where C is an arbitrary constant.
The remaining problem is to nd an expression for t, and we can nd this in terms of quadrature:
(2:29)
There are square-root singularities and branches in these integrals, but these can be handled with standard changes of variables.
Asymptotic roots of trinomials
The sequence of polynomial equations 
Analysis of algorithms
The behaviour of epidemics, random graphs and other dynamic models gives insight also into the behaviour of computer methods and data structures, so it is not surprising that the T and W functions occur frequently in theoretical computer science. For example, algorithms that are based on a divide-and-conquer paradigm related to random graphs require the analysis of solutions to the recurrence relation a(a + n) n?1 z n n! ; (2:36) e aT(z)
(a + n) n z n n! (2:37) have proved to be especially useful. We also have
(2:38) z n ]F ? W(z) = t n ]F(t)(1 + t)e ?nt ; (2:39) for any power series F, where z n ] extracts the coe cient of z n . These formulae are consequences of the Lagrange inversion theorem. One of the most important methods for information retrieval is a technique known as hashing with uniform probing: each of n items is mapped into a random permutation (p 1 ; : : : p m ) of f1; : : : ; mg and stored in the rst cell p j that is currently unoccupied. Gonnet proved in 34] that the expected maximum number of probes (the maximum j) over all n items, when n = m and < 1, is approximately T(m log 2 )= log ? 1 for large m.
Another, quite di erent, application to information retrieval concerns the expected height of random binary search trees 23, 60] . Let binary search trees with n nodes be constructed by standard insertions from a random permutation of 1; : : : ; n; let h n be a random variable giving the height of such trees. Devroye proved in 23] that the expected value E(h n ) obeys lim n!1 E(h n ) log n = c = 1 T(1=(2e)) ; (2:40) and, moreover, for all > 0, lim n!1 P(h n (c + ) log n) = 0 and lim n!1 P(h n (c ? ) log n) = 0 :
Thus h n ! c log n in probability as n ! 1.
Pedagogical applications
The W function provides a useful exercise for rst-year calculus students in de ning implicit functions, di erentiating such functions, computing Taylor series, and, as we shall see, computing antiderivatives. For introductory numerical analysis classes, it provides a good root-nding problem (suitable for Newton's method or Halley's method), an example of a well-conditioned function for evaluation (away from the branch point x = ?1=e) and an ill-conditioned function for evaluation (near the branch point). For complex variable courses, it provides a useful example, similar to the logarithm and the square root, of a multivalued function. In fact, it is probably the simplest function that exhibits both algebraic and logarithmic singularities. It also provides a simple example of the application of the Lagrange inversion theorem 12]. The asymptotic analysis of the W function might pro tably be used in a later course.
Calculus
The principal branch of W is analytic at 0. This follows from the Lagrange inversion theorem (see e.g. 12]), which gives the series expansion below for W 0 (z):
It is an interesting exercise to calculate this series by directly reverting the series for we w .
Because of the derivative singularity of W 0 at z = ?1=e (the existence of which follows from the derivative of w 7 ! we w being 0 at w = ?1), the radius of convergence of the series (3.1) must be less than or equal to 1=e. That it is in fact exactly equal to 1=e is easily seen using the ratio test. )=2 is the`Euclidean mean' of a and b. This result follows, for example, by applying the ratio test and then converting and to polar coordinates. For most and the series will converge for larger v, but if = this is exactly the radius of convergence of the series. The details of this calculation, which are not completely trivial, are left as an exercise for the reader. Since the series for W can be derived from (1.2) by putting = = ?1 we see that this result implies the convergence result for W above.
Di erentiating the de ning equation x = W(x)e W(x) for W and solving for W 0 , we obtain the following expressions for the derivative of W:
Historically, computer algebra systems have been quite cavalier about the handling of exceptional points. The equation above is a typical example, for Maple V Release 3 will return W(x)=(x(1 + W(x))) when asked to di erentiate W, and hence is able to compute W 0 0 (0) = 1 only as a limit. See 20] for further discussion of the handling of special cases (the so-called specialization problem) by computer algebra systems.
Taking further derivatives, we can see by induction that the nth derivative of W is d n W(x) dx n = exp(?nW(x))p n (W(x)) (1 + W(x)) 2n?1 for n 1 ; (3:3) where the polynomials p n (w) satisfy the recurrence relation p n+1 (w) = ?(nw + 3n ? 1)p n (w) + (1 + w)p 0 n (w) ; for n 1 :
The initial polynomial is p 1 (w) = 1. and q 1 (w) = w. Taking logarithms of both sides of We W = z and rearranging terms, we obtain the simpli cation transformation log W(z) = log z ? W(z) ; (3:8) which is valid at least for the principal branch when z > 0. See 43] for a more general formula.
We turn now to the question of integrating expressions containing the W function. In 58], K. B. Ranger used the following example to illustrate some attempts to integrate the Navier-Stokes equations in parametric form: x = pe p ; (3:9) dy dx = p : (3:10) Di erentiating equation (3.9) with respect to y gives dx dy = dp dy e p + pe p dp dy ; (3:11) and simplifying using equation (3.10) we then obtain dy dp = p(p + 1)e p ; (3:12) which is easily integrated to give y = (p 2 ? p + 1)e p + C :
Since y is clearly an antiderivative of W(x), Ranger had discovered a simple technique for symbolic integration of W(x). In our notation,
When one tries this technique on other functions containing W, one sees that it is really a special change of variable. Putting w = W(x), so x = we w and dx = (w+1)e w dw, we see for example that The problem of integrating expressions containing W is a special case of integrating expressions containing inverse functions. By using the technique described above, several authors have rediscovered the following formula 55]. 
Branches and Asymptotics
We have seen that W has two branches on the real line. We have also seen, in the delay equations example, that complex values for W are required. Thus, to extend W to the complex plane, we must de ne all of the branches of W(z). For the sake of clarity, the following discussion is quite detailed. We begin by recalling the de nition of the branches of the complex logarithm, partly to establish our notation and partly because we use the complex logarithm later.
If p = log z, then z = e p . We follow standard usage and say that z is in the z-plane and p is in the p-plane. One set of branches for the logarithm is obtained by partitioning the p-plane with horizontal boundary lines at p = (2k + 1) i, as shown in Figure 2 . Each of the regions so de ned then maps precisely onto the z-plane minus (?1; 0]. Further, it is nearly universal to consider the points on the boundary between two regions as belonging to the region below them. In other words, the boundary is attached to the region below it. This is shown on the gure by drawing two lines for each boundary: a solid line showing the points on the boundary attached to the region below them, and a dashed line showing points next to the boundary but belonging to the region above them. The region straddling the origin (? < Im(p) ) de nes the range of the principal branch of the logarithm.
The z-plane corresponding to Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3 . All of the solid boundary lines in Figure 2 conform to the rule of counter-clockwise continuity (CCC) around the branch point, which is a mnemonic principle that gives some uniformity to choices for the branch cuts of all the elementary functions 44]. Here, this convention distinguishes between two possibilities, namely the choice of attaching the image of the boundary in the p-plane to the top or to the bottom of the branch cut in the z-plane. The phrase counter-clockwise continuous is intended to convey the idea that a curve is being drawn around the branch point z = 0, its start and end points being on the branch cut and distinguished by the counter-clockwise sense. The image of any such curve is continuous in the limit as we approach its end, meaning in this case the positive side of the branch cut. In Figure 3 , the curve is a circle, which we traverse from C to B, and then CCC ensures that the image of this circle is closed at the image of B in the p-plane.
Turning to the W function, we put w = W(z) and z = we w . We shall now specify the boundary curves that maximally partition the w-plane and nd the images of these boundary curves, which are the branch cuts in the z-plane. If We should like the z-plane branch cut(s) for W to be similar to that for the logarithm, and therefore we consider the images of the negative real z-axis in the w-plane. Figure 6 .
the branch cut from opposite sides, map to curves from one inverse image of the branch cut to another in the w-plane.
Remark. The curves (4.4) and (4.5) together form a subset of the so-called Quadratrix of Hippias 9], the missing parts being the curves corresponding to (2k ? 1) < < 2k .
That is, the Quadratrix of Hippias is the union of the images of the real axis under the various branches of W, excluding (?1; ?1).
W 0 (z) is special, as it is the only branch which contains any part of the positive real axis in its range, and as noted previously we call this the principal branch of W(z). It has a second-order branch point at z = ?1=e corresponding to w = ?1, which it shares with both W ?1 (z) and W 1 (z). W 0 (z) is analytic at z = 0, with value W 0 (0) = 0. Its branch cut is fz : ?1 < z ?1=eg. We choose to close the branch cut on the top, so W 0 (z) has counter-clockwise continuity (CCC) around the branch point z = ?1=e. Thus the image of the curve z = ?1=e + "e it around the branch point in the z-plane, for ? < t , is a continuous curve in the region labelled 0. See Figure 5 and Figure 6 . other branches of W have only the branch cut fz : ?1 < z 0g, closed on the top for counter-clockwise continuity, and thus are similar to the branches of the logarithm.
For all multivalued functions, the division of the complex plane into branches is somewhat arbitrary, and even the elementary functions do not have universally accepted Most importantly, the coincidence of the branch cut for the branch point at 0 with the corresponding branch cut for the logarithm and the fact that both functions are CCC yield nice asymptotic expansions of the branches of W at both 0 and (complex) in nity. Secondly, the placement of the branch cuts in the real axis implies that W has near conjugate symmetry, meaning that except for points in the branch cut we have W k (z) = W ?k (z) for all integers k. Systems having a signed 0 (for example, ones implementing IEEE Standard 754 2]) can exploit this symmetry on the branch cut as well. The main drawback with this choice of branches is that one particular expansion below, namely equation (4.22), is more complicated than it would be if the branch cuts were chosen as fz : ?1 < z ?1=eg and fz : 0 z < 1g.
Asymptotic expansions
To develop the asymptotic expansions of the branches of W at both 0 and (complex) in nity, we note that in both cases it is the exponential character of w 7 ! we w which dominates, and hence the leading term of such an expansion will be some form of logarithm. (Unless, of course, the principal branch at z = 0 is being considered.) We write w = W(z) = log z + u ; (4:6) where for z either close to 0 or large we expect u to be small relative to log z, and where we are not specifying at this point which branch of the logarithm we intend to use. Sub- stituting this expression into the de ning relation for W, namely we w = z, we obtain (log z + u)ze u = z ; (4:7) and hence (1 + u log z )e u = 1 log z : (4:8) Under the assumption that juj j log zj we have e u 1= log z, hence u log 1 log z ; (4:9) where it must be stressed that the two logarithms in (4.9) need not be the same. However, the size assumption on u is best satis ed by choosing the principal branch for the outer logarithm in (4.9), so we will make that choice at this point. To emphasize that the branch of the inner logarithm is not yet chosen, we will rewrite (4.9) using Log to denote the inner logarithm: u log 1 Log z : (4:10) One further observation to make here is that so long as Log z is not a negative real number we can replace log This is equation (2.4.6) in de Bruijn, except that we are interpreting the logarithms as being possibly any branch, and have performed only simpli cations valid for all branches of the logarithm. We now ignore the relation that exists between and , and consider them as small independent complex parameters.
We will show that there exist positive numbers a and b such that if j j < a and j j < a then equation (4.13) has exactly one solution in the domain jvj < b, and that this solution is an analytic function of both and in the region j j < a, j j < a. for j j < a; j j < a and j j = . This means that je ? ? 1j > j ? j on the circle j j = . (4:15) where the integration contour is taken in the counterclockwise direction.
Remark This already establishes that for any branch choice of the logarithm denoted by Log in (4.11) (which all di er by multiples of 2 i) there is exactly one number v 2 j j < so that w de ned by (4.11) satis es we w = z. This establishes the existence of the in nite number of roots W k (z) (at least for large z and for z near zero). This point was not noted in 11]. Now for every on the integration path, j j + j j is less than 
where L 1 = Log z and L 2 = log Log z. This display of the expansion corrects a typographical error in equation (2.4.4) in 11].
To complete this development, it only remains to determine which branch of W is approximated when a particular branch of Log is chosen in (4.18) . A straightforward analysis of the imaginary parts of the rst two terms of the series (4.18), which is asymptotically arg z + 2 k for some k, yields the concise result W k (z) = log z + 2 ik ? log(log z + 2 ik)
c km log m (log z + 2 ik)(log z + 2 ik) ?k?m : (4:20) This analysis uses the fact that the branch index makes the approximation a discrete function of k; it is also a continuous function on any given branch, and therefore constant.
Thus, if it holds asymptotically as z ! 1, it holds everywhere in the region.
A similar but purely real-valued series is useful for the branch W ?1 (x) for small x < 0. We can get a real-valued asymptotic formula from the above by using log(?x) in place of Log(z) and log(? log(?x)) in place of log(Log(z)). A similar argument to that above arrives at precisely equation (4.13) for v, and establishes existence and convergence. Again, the coe cients of the expansion are exactly the same. This series is not useful for complex x as the branch cuts do not correspond. 2 dp ; (4:25) allows rapid calculation of the series, and provides a useful means of calculating W near the branch point.
For W ?1 we take p = ? p 2(ez + 1), provided Im(z) 0. For Im(z) < 0, this series with the negative square root gives instead good approximations for W 1 (z) . This is what we meant earlier when we said that the expansion at the branch point ?1=e was complicated by the choice of locations for the branch cuts.
The relation between W ?1 and W 0 near the branch point was investigated in 45] by Karamata, who studied the coe cients c n in the power series = + In Maple V Release 3, the branch cuts for W are those described above. Prior to Maple V Release 2, only the real-valued inverse of the real function 7 ! e on ?1; 1)
was implemented, so the question of branches did not arise. In Maple V Release 2, the branch cuts were chosen to be (?1; ?1=e] and (0; 1), but the simpli cation of the asymptotic expansions resulting from moving the latter branch cut to the negative real axis was considered to be signi cant enough to change the branch cuts for W in Maple V Release 3.
Numerical Analysis
In 27], Euler made brief mention of the complex roots of x = a x when a is real, but the rst person to explain how all values W k (x) could be calculated for real x was apparently L emeray 51, 52] . Then in 36] Hayes showed how to nd all the values W k (x) when x is complex, and how to bound their real part. Wright made further studies, reported in 70], and then wrote a comprehensive paper 71] containing a detailed algorithm for the calculation of all branches.
The numerical analysis of the W function must take into account two contexts: xed precision implementations, and arbitrary precision implementations, the latter being needed for computer algebra systems such as Maple. We rst consider the conditioning of W, and then go on to examine methods for e cient approximation.
The standard theory of conditioning of function evaluation (see e.g. 16, p. 14]) gives the expression C = xf 0 (x)=f(x) which estimates the relative e ect on y = f(x) of a small relative change in x. Here it is easy to see that for y = W(z), the condition number C is This gives us an exact and very interesting expression for the location of the curves where jW 0 (z)j = . One can see immediately that the curves for W k (z) are the same as those for W ?k (z), by using the near conjugate symmetry relation W k (z) = W ?k (z) (see Section 4). Further, since the magnitude of W k (z) increases as k increases, we see that for large k the curve in the z-plane is really a small modi cation of the circle of radius ?1 centred around the branch point z = 0. Thus for large k one sees that essentially the forward error is less than 10 times the residual if z is outside a circle of radius 1=10 centred around the origin. This gives us a complete error analysis, because away from the branch points we can bound W 0 (z) and thus compute a bound on the forward error from the computable backward error. However, the above analysis is not terribly practical if, for example, we are at all close to the branch point z = ?1=e and wish to compute W 0 (z), W ?1 (z) or W 1 (z).
In these cases, though, we may use the series expansion (4.22) which is valid near the branch point itself, or Pad e approximants based on that series.
The residual r of approximations based on n terms of (4.22) is O(p n+1 ). Thus for z close enough to the branch point, the smallness of the residual itself compensates somewhat for the ampli cation of the forward error due to ill-conditioning near that point. For simplicity we abandon error bounds for error estimates, and make this compensation precise.
Equation ( ) : (5:8) Notice that this agrees, as it should, with simply comparing w with a higher-order accurate initial approximation. Thus we lose one order of accuracy of the series approximation in going from the residual to the forward error.
We turn now to practical methods for computing all the branches of W(z). We are interested in such computations in an arbitrary precision context, and so we focus our attention on methods which are easily scaled to higher accuracy. Since W is an inverse function, it is natural to consider root-nding methods such as Newton's method, which is a second-order method. For general root-nding problems, there is little to be gained by considering higher order methods, because the cost of computing the requisite derivatives becomes prohibitive. However, for the function x 7 ! xe x this is not the case, because the nth derivative is just (x + n)e x , which is obtainable at the cost of one (complex) oating point multiplication operation, once the value of e x has been computed.
In a variable precision environment there is another very signi cant feature of iterative root nders: given an nth order method, once convergence begins, the number of digits correct at step k is roughly n times the number which were correct at step (k ? 1) , and this means that if the value of the root is to be computed to d digits of precision, then only the last iteration need be computed to d digits, while the penultimate iteration can be computed to d=n digits, the iteration before that to d=n 2 digits, and so on. Furthermore, if step (k ? 1) is computed to d k?1 digits, then to obtain the kth estimate of the root, the correction term to be added need only be computed to (n ? 1)d k?1 digits, since the rst d k?1 digits will not be a ected by this correction term, and the sum will then be correct to nd k?1 digits. This analysis is similar to that in 66], and we remark that the residual in the Newton-like method must be carefully computed to ensure the correction term is accurate.
To estimate the cost of such a scheme, suppose convergence begins with a 1 digit accurate initial guess. For an nth order scheme and for a root desired to d digits, approximately log n d iterations will be required, with the precision increasing by a factor of n at each iteration, and much of the work at the kth iteration can be carried out at (n ? 1)=n times the current working precision. There is thus a trade-o between the savings realized by the reduced precision required for intermediate computations, which are higher for lower order schemes (since n=(n+1) > (n?1)=n for positive integer n), and the savings realized by the reduction in the total number of iterations required by higher order schemes. In general, the higher costs associated with the computation of higher order derivatives for higher order methods must also be considered.
We return to the speci c problem at hand, that of computing a value of W k (z) for arbitrary integer k and complex z. Taking full advantage of the features of iterative root nders outlined above, we compared the e ciency of three methods, namely, (1) Newton's method, (2) Halley's method (see e.g. 1]), which is a third-order method, and (3) the fourth-order method described in 30] (as published, this last method evaluates only the principal branch of W at positive real arguments, but it easily extends to all branches and to all complex arguments). The methods were coded using Maple V Release 3, and the comparisons were done on a DEC (Alpha) 3000/800S. For the purposes of comparing methods, the initial guess algorithm is not signi cant, so long as the same one is used for all methods. The results showed quite consistently that method (2) is the optimal method in this environment, with method (3) generally second best and method (1) usually the slowest. These rankings were consistent across a wide range of precisions, branches and arguments, including principal branch evaluations at positive real arguments (for which the entire computation involves real arithmetic only). The rankings were also consistent with those obtained on other platforms.
It should be noted that in 30] Fritsch et al. chose to use a 4th order method because they were interested in obtaining an algorithm which could return 6 gure accuracy with just one application of the method, and consequently they focussed much of their attention on the initial guess algorithm. They also provided a hybrid 3rd/4th order method which could obtain machine accuracy on a CDC 6000 with two iterations. It would make sense to incorporate their work into a fast, low precision Maple evaluator for W 0 (x), ?1=e x, and W ?1 (x), ?1=e x < 0, but that has not yet been done. A project to develop a routine for the single and double precision evaluation of all of the branches of W at real and complex arguments is currently under way.
For the W function, Halley's method takes the form w j+1 = w j ? w j e w j ? z e w j (w j + 1) ? (w j + 2)(w j e w j ? z) 2w j + 2 :
(5:9)
In the Maple implementation, the initial guess is determined as follows. For most arguments z, a su ciently accurate value is given by just the rst two terms of the asymptotic expansion (4.18 
Concluding Remarks
We have collected here many available results on the Lambert W function, for convenient reference. We have presented some of the history of W and some examples of applications; we have presented new results on the numerical analysis, asymptotic analysis, and symbolic calculus of this function. An important part of this paper is our proposal of a standard notation for all the branches of W in the complex plane (and, likewise, for the related tree function T(x)). Names are important. The Lambert W function has been widely used in many elds, but because of di ering notation and the absence of a standard name, awareness of the function was not as high as it should have been. Since the publication of this paper as a technical report and since the publication of 21], many more applications have been recognized. was the rst to prove the irrationality of . We nd it a remarkable coincidence that the curves de ning the branch cuts of the Lambert W function (which contain the Quadratix of Hippias) can be used not only to square the circle|which, by proving irrational, Lambert went a long way towards proving was impossible by compass and straightedge|but also to trisect a given angle 39, 38] .
The title of Euler's paper 28] can be translated as On a series of Lambert and some of its signi cant properties. Indeed, Euler refers to Lambert in this paper as \acutissimi ingenii Lambertus", which may be freely translated as the ingenious engineer Lambert. Although Euler was Swiss, he evidently did not read Acta Helvetica regularly, because Lambert's formulae came as a big surprise when he learned of them in 1764, which was the year Lambert went from Z urich to Berlin. A letter from Euler to Goldbach, dated 17 March 1764, describes his excitement.
In 49], Lambert states for the rst time the generalization of his series that gives powers of the root instead of just the root itself (this series is equation (1.2) here). Lambert says that Acta Helvetica had cut out the proof of his simpler formula, and he had lost his notes. But while rederiving the formula for Euler he found a simpler proof of a more general result. Then he says Euler worked out a generalization from trinomials to quadrinomials; but he (Lambert) already knew how to handle polynomials, and to derive a precursor of Lagrange's inversion theorem. Lambert wrote Euler a cordial letter on 18 October 1771, hoping that Euler would regain his sight after an operation; he explains in this letter how his trinomial method extends to series reversion. In the index to Euler's correspondence Opera Omnia, series 4, volume 1, page 246] there is a note that A. J. Lexell replied to this letter.
Finally, in an eloge near the beginning of the two volumes of Lambert's mathematical papers (published in Z urich in 1946 and 1948) we nd that Lambert had dreams of building a machine to do symbolic calculation (while Pascal's machine merely did arithmetic). Thus his wishes anticipated those of Lady Ada Lovelace by roughly one century, and the actuality of symbolic computation systems by roughly two.
